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Caravan awning groundsheet pegs

© 1996-2015, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates Page 2 Page 3 Page 4 Online shopAwning-AdditionsAwning-AccessoriesAwning-Pegs-And-Tensioners Choosing the right awning ankle can be difficult as conditions will vary from site to site, so it is recommended to have a couple of pegs of different type like hard ground ankle and screws in your campervan
or caravan accessory kit and remember that it is better to have too many awning pegs than not enough. Blue Diamond's sturdy metal pegs are 9cm long steel and awning pegs, designed specifically to easily secure floor sheets - on any surface. These quality ankles have a flat head to reduce the risk of tripping. The short, stubby design of the ankles and the
twisted tip of safe grip screws make them better suited to securely hold soil sheets in place, even in more difficult weather conditions! The steel tip on the tip of the ankle makes the light work of penetrating soil harder/stoney. The ankles are provided as a set of 15 - which should be enough for even the largest awning soil sheets. A solid plastic case is
included for clean, neat storage. FeaturesIdeal to hang any floor sheet on any surfaceSecure hold screw twisted topFlat non-trip peg headPack quantity: 15Peg length: 9cmColour: SilverGauge: 6mmMaterial: Steel Loading... The best way to ensure your camping or caravan holiday is a success is to make sure you buy high quality camping and caravan
equipment during your preparations. Camping Online specializes in providing such equipment at the lowest possible prices. We offer a wide range of stocks to help you get all your needs from one source. The equipment in stock ranges from basic essentials such as sleeping bags, tents, backpacks, inflatable beds, caravan awnings, stoves, Igloo coolers,
trestle tables, Popup gazebos, floor leaves, Campingaz, Sunngas, pansets, lanterns to portable toilets. Branded Camping Accessories Although we specialize in the sale of low-cost camping and caravan accessories, we will not compromise on quality. We stock equipment and accessories from some of the industry's best-known brands, including brands
such as Gelert, Coleman, Campingaz, Highlander, Igloo, Pyramid, Bubbakegs, Sunncamp, Sunngas Thetford. We help your money go further by delivering orders of more than 150 pounds for free. Error: Alert: Content is protected!! FREE FINANCEMENT SAFE and SECURE SHOPPING MORE BIG INDEPENDENT DETAIL
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